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Abstract
Lossy counter machines are de'ned as Minsky counter machines where the values in the coun-
ters can spontaneously decrease at any time. While termination is decidable for lossy counter
machines, structural termination (termination for every input) is undecidable. This undecidability
result has far-reaching consequences. Lossy counter machines can be used as a general tool to
prove the undecidability of many problems, for example: (1) The veri'cation of systems that
model communication through unreliable channels (e.g., model checking lossy 'fo-channel sys-
tems and lossy vector addition systems). (2) Several problems for reset Petri nets, like structural
termination, boundedness and structural boundedness. (3) Parameterized problems like fairness
of broadcast communication protocols.
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1. Introduction
Lossy counter machines (LCM) are de'ned just like Minsky counter machines [25],
but with the addition that the values in the counters can spontaneously decrease at any
time. This is called ‘lossiness’, since a part of the counter is lost. (In a di?erent
framework this corresponds to lost messages in unreliable communication channels.)
There are many di?erent kinds of lossiness, i.e., di?erent ways in which the counters
can decrease. For example, one can de'ne that either a counter can only spontaneously
decrease by 1, or it can only become zero, or it can change to any smaller value. All
these di?erent ways are described by di?erent lossiness relations (see Section 2).
The addition of lossiness to counter machines weakens their computational power.
Some types of lossy counter machines (with certain lossiness relations) are not
Turing-powerful, since reachability and termination are decidable for them. Since lossy
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counter machines are weaker than normal counter machines, any undecidability result
for lossy counter machines is particularly interesting. The main result of this paper is
that structural termination (termination for every input) is undecidable for every type
of lossy counter machine (i.e., for every lossiness relation).
This result can be applied to prove the undecidability of many problems. To prove
the undecidability of a problem X, it suGces to choose a suitable lossiness relation L
and reduce the structural termination problem for lossy counter machines with lossiness
relation L to the problem X. The important and nice point here is that problem X
does not need to simulate a counter machine perfectly. Instead, it suGces if X can
simulate a counter machine imperfectly, by simulating only a lossy counter machine.
Furthermore, one can choose the right type of imperfection (lossiness) by choosing the
lossiness relation L.
Thus lossy counter machines can be used as a general tool to prove the undecidability
of problems. Firstly, they can be used to prove new undecidability results, and secondly
they can be used to give more elegant, simpler and much shorter proofs of existing
results (see Section 5).
Historically, the notion of ‘lossiness’ was 'rst de'ned to model communication
through unreliable channels. The main example are lossy 'fo-channel systems, which
are systems of 'nite-state processes that communicate through lossy 'fo-channels
(bu?ers) of unbounded length. These lossy 'fo-channels are unreliable, because they
can spontaneously lose messages. Since normal (non-lossy) 'fo-channel systems are
Turing-powerful, automatic analysis of them is restricted to special cases [4]. Lossy 'fo-
channel systems are not Turing-powerful, since reachability and some safety-properties
are decidable for them [2,6,1]. However, some liveness-properties like the so-called
‘recurrent-state problem’ are undecidable even for lossy 'fo-channel systems [3]. The
result of this paper, the undecidability of structural termination for lossy counter ma-
chines, is much more general and subsumes this result (see Section 5).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we de'ne lossiness
relations and lossy counter machines. In Section 3 we show some decidable properties
of lossy counter machines, and in Section 4 we prove the main undecidability result.
Section 5 gives several examples how this result can be applied. In the last two sections
we discuss possible generalizations and draw some conclusions.
2. Denitions
Denition 1. An n-counter machine [25] M is described by a 'nite set of states Q,
an initial state q0 ∈Q, a 'nal state accept∈Q, n counters c1; : : : ; cn and a 'nite set of
instructions of the form (q : ci := ci+1; goto q′) or (q: If ci =0 then goto q′ else ci :=
ci − 1; goto q′′) where i∈{1; : : : ; n} and q; q′; q′′ ∈Q.
A con7guration of M is described by a tuple (q; m1; : : : ; mn) where q∈Q and mi ∈N
is the content of the counter ci (16i6n). The size of a con'guration is de'ned by
size((q; m1; : : : ; mn)) :=
∑n
i=1mi. The possible computation steps are de'ned as follows:
(1) (q; m1; : : : ; mn)→ (q′; m1; : : : ; mi + 1; : : : ; mn)
if there is an instruction (q : ci := ci + 1; goto q′).
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(2) (q; m1; : : : ; mn)→ (q′; m1; : : : ; mn)
if there is an instruction (q: If ci =0 then goto q′ else ci := ci− 1; goto q′′) and
mi =0.
(3) (q; m1; : : : ; mn)→ (q′′; m1; : : : ; mi − 1; : : : ; mn)
if there is an instruction (q: If ci =0 then goto q′ else ci := ci− 1; goto q′′) and
mi ¿ 0.
A counter machine is deterministic i? for every control-state q∈Q there is at most one
instruction (q : : : : : : :) at this control-state. A run of a counter machine is a (possibly
in'nite) sequence of con'gurations s0; s1; : : : with s0→ s1→ s2→ s3→ · · ·.
Now we de'ne lossiness relations, which describe spontaneous changes in the con-
'gurations of lossy counter machines.
Denition 2. Let s→ (for ‘sum’) be a relation on con'gurations of n-counter machines
which is de'ned as follows:
(q; m1; : : : ; mn)
s→(q′; m′1; : : : ; m′n) :⇔
(q; m1; : : : ; mn) = (q′; m′1; : : : ; m
′
n) ∨(
q = q′ ∧
n∑
i=1
mi ¿
n∑
i=1
m′i
)
:
This relation means that either nothing is changed or the sum of all counters strictly
decreases. Let id be the identity relation. A relation l→ is a lossiness relation i?
id⊆ l→ ⊆ s→. An LCM is given by a counter machine M and a lossiness relation l→.
Let → be the normal transition relation of M . The lossy transition relation⇒ of the
lossy counter machine is de'ned by
s1 ⇒ s2:⇔ ∃s′1; s′2 s1 l→ s′1 → s′2 l→ s2
An arbitrary lossy counter machine is a lossy counter machine with an arbitrary
(unspeci'ed) lossiness relation. The following relations are lossiness relations:
Perfect: The relation id is a lossiness relation. Thus arbitrary lossy counter machines
subsume normal counter machines.
Classic lossiness: The classic lossiness relation cl→ is de'ned by
(q; m1; : : : ; mn)
cl→(q′; m′1; : : : ; m′n):⇔ q = q′ ∧ ∀i mi ¿ m′i
Here the contents of the counters can become any smaller value. A relation l→ is called
a subclassic lossiness relation i? id⊆ l→ ⊆ cl→.
Bounded lossiness: A counter can lose at most x∈N before and after every compu-
tation step. Here the lossiness relation
l(x)→ is de'ned by
(q; m1; : : : ; mn)
l(x)→(q′; m′1; : : : ; m′n) :⇔
q = q′ ∧ ∀i mi ¿ m′i ¿ max{0; mi − x}:
Note that
l(x)→ is a subclassic lossiness relation for every x∈N.
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Reset lossiness: If a counter is tested for zero, then it can suddenly become zero.
The lossiness relation rl→ is de'ned as follows: (q; m1; : : : ; mn) rl→(q; m′1; : : : ; m′n) i? for
all i either
(1) mi =mi, or
(2) m′i =0 and there is an instruction
(q: If ci =0 then goto q′ else ci := ci − 1; goto q′′).
Note that rl→ is a subclassic lossiness relation.
The de'nition of these lossiness relations carries over to other models like Petri
nets [27], where places are considered instead of counters and the control-states q are
ignored.
Denition 3. For any arbitrary lossy n-counter machine and any con'guration s let
runs(s) be the set of runs that start at con'guration s. (There can be more than one
run if the counter machine is nondeterministic or lossy.) Let runs!(s) be the set of
in'nite runs that start at con'guration s. A run r= {(qi; mi1; : : : ; min)}∞i=0 ∈ runs!(s) is
space-bounded i? ∃c∈N:∀i: ∑nj=1mij6c. Let runs!b (s) be the space-bounded in'nite
runs that start at s. For a run r and a con'guration s we write s∈ r to indicate
that s is one of the con'gurations that occur in r. An (arbitrary lossy) n-counter
machine M is
Zero-initializing: I? in the initial state q0 it 'rst sets all counters to 0.
Space-bounded: I? the space used by M is bounded by a constant c:
∃c ∈ N; ∀r ∈ runs((q0; 0; : : : ; 0)); ∀s ∈ r size(s)6 c:
Input-bounded: I? in every run from any con'guration the size of every reached
con'guration is bounded by the size of the input.
∀s; ∀r ∈ runs(s); ∀s′ ∈ r size(s′)6 size(s):
Strongly cyclic: I? every in'nite run from any con'guration visits the initial state q0
in'nitely often:
∀q ∈ Q; m1; : : : ; mn ∈ N; ∀r ∈ runs!((q; m1; : : : ; mn));
∃m′1; : : : ; m′n ∈ N; (q0; m′1; : : : ; m′n) ∈ r:
Bounded-strongly cyclic: I? every space-bounded in'nite run from any con'guration
visits the initial state q0 in'nitely often:
∀q ∈ Q;m1; : : : ; mn ∈ N; ∀r ∈ runs!b ((q; m1; : : : ; mn));
∃m′1; : : : ; m′n ∈ N; (q0; m′1; : : : ; m′n) ∈ r:
If M is input-bounded then it is also space-bounded. If M is strongly cyclic then it is
also bounded-strongly cyclic. If M is input-bounded and bounded-strongly cyclic then
it is also strongly cyclic.
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3. Decidable properties
Since arbitrary LCM subsume normal counter machines, no interesting properties are
decidable for them. However, some problems are decidable for classic LCM (with the
classic lossiness relation). They are not Turing-powerful. The following results in this
section are special cases of positive decidability results in [5,6,2].
Lemma 4 (Dickson’s Lemma [10]). Given an in7nite sequence of vectors x˜1; x˜2; x˜3; : : :
in Nk there are i¡j s.t. x˜i6x˜j (6 taken componentwise).
Lemma 5. Let M be a classic LCM and s a con7guration of M. The set pre∗(s) :=
{s′ | s′⇒∗ s} of predecessors of s is e>ectively constructible.
Proof. Since M is a classic LCM, the set pre∗(s) is upward closed and can thus be
characterized by its 'nitely many minimal elements. These minimal elements can be
e?ectively constructed because of Dickson’s Lemma [10] (see also [5]).
Theorem 6. Reachability is decidable for classic LCM.
Proof. Given two con'gurations s and s′, the question if s⇒∗ s′ is equivalent to
s∈ pre∗(s′). This is decidable by Lemma 5.
Lemma 7. Let M be a classic LCM with initial con7guration s0. It is decidable if
there is an in7nite run that starts at s0, i.e., if runs!(s0) = ∅.
Proof. We analyze all runs by breadth-'rst search. If there is no in'nite run then
all runs will eventually terminate. Thus, the algorithm will terminate and give the
correct answer ‘no’. If there is an in'nite run, then, by Dickson’s Lemma [10], we
will eventually reach a con'guration s s.t. there is a previous con'guration s′ in the
same run with s¿s′. In this case there is an in'nite cyclic run from s′ to s′, because
M is classical lossy. Thus, in this case the algorithm also terminates and gives the
correct answer ‘yes’.
In [2] Abdulla and Jonsson proved a more general result that subsumes Lemma 7.
They showed that the existence of an in'nite run from a given initial con'guration is
decidable even for lossy FIFO-channel systems.
Theorem 8. Termination is decidable for classic LCM.
Proof. A classic LCM M with initial con'guration s0 is terminating i? runs!(s0)= ∅.
This is decidable by Lemma 7.
It has been shown in [5] that even model checking classic LCM with the tempo-
ral logics EF and EG (natural fragments of computation tree-logic (CTL) [9,14]) is
decidable.
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Another interesting observation is that Petri nets and classical lossy counter
machines are incomparable. For Petri nets, model checking with the temporal logic
EF is undecidable, but model checking with LTL is decidable [15]. For classical lossy
counter machines it is just vice versa. For classical lossy counter machines model check-
ing with EF is decidable [5], but model checking with LTL is undecidable [5] (see also
Theorem 11).
4. The undecidability result
We show that structural termination (i.e., termination for every input) is undecidable
for LCM for every lossiness relation. We start with the problem CM, which was shown
to be undecidable by Minsky [25].
CM
Instance: A deterministic 2-counter machine M with initial state q0.
Question: Does M accept (q0; 0; 0)?
We reduce the problem CM to the following problem.
BSC-ZI-CM!b
Instance: A deterministic bounded-strongly cyclic, zero-initializing 3-counter
machine M with initial state q0.
Question: Does M have an in'nite space-bounded run from (q0; 0; 0; 0), i.e., runs!b
((q0; 0; 0; 0)) = ∅?
Lemma 9. BSC-ZI -CM!b is undecidable.
Proof. We reduce CM to BSC-ZI-CM!b . Let M be a 2-counter machine with initial
state q0. We construct a 3-counter machine M ′ as follows: First M ′ sets all three
counters to 0. Then it does the same as M , except that after every instruction it increases
the third counter c3 by 1. Every instruction of M of the form (q: ci := ci+1; goto q′)
with (16i62) is replaced by (q: ci := ci+1; goto q2) and (q2: c3 := c3+1; goto q′),
where q2 is a new state. Every instruction of the form
(q: If ci = 0 then goto q′ else ci := ci − 1; goto q′′)
with (16i62) is replaced by
q: If ci = 0 then goto q2 else ci := ci − 1; goto q3
q2: c3 := c3 + 1; goto q′
q3: c3 := c3 + 1; goto q′′
where q2; q3 are new states.
Finally, we replace the accepting state ‘accept’ of M by the initial state q′0 of M
′,
i.e., we replace every instruction (goto accept) by (goto q′0). M
′ is deterministic,
because M is deterministic. M ′ is zero-initializing by de'nition. M ′ is bounded-strongly
cyclic, because c3 is increased after every instruction and only set to zero at the initial
state q′0.
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⇒: If M is a positive instance of CM then it has exactly one accepting run from
(q0; 0; 0) (we assume without restriction that M has exactly one accepting state and that
this state has no outgoing transitions). This run has 'nite length and is therefore space-
bounded. Then M ′ has an in'nite space-bounded cyclic run that starts at (q′0; 0; 0; 0).
Thus M ′ is a positive instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b .
⇐: If M ′ is a positive instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b then there exists an in'nite space-
bounded run that starts at the con'guration (q′0; 0; 0; 0). By the construction of M
′ this
run contains an accepting run of M from the con'guration (q0; 0; 0). Thus M is a
positive instance of CM.
Now we consider the central problem for lossy counter machines.
∃nLCM!
Instance: A strongly cyclic, input-bounded 4-counter LCM M with initial state q0.
Question: Does there exist an n∈N s.t. runs!((q0; 0; 0; 0; n)) = ∅?
Theorem 10. ∃nLCM! is undecidable for every lossiness relation.
Proof. We reduce BSC-ZI-CM!b to ∃nLCM! with any lossiness relation l→. For any
bounded-strongly cyclic, zero-initializing 3-counter machine M we construct a strongly
cyclic, input-bounded lossy 4-counter machine M ′ with initial state q′0 and lossiness
relation l→ as follows: The 4th counter c4 holds the ‘capacity’. In every operation it is
changed in a way s.t. the sum of all counters never increases. (More exactly, the sum
of all counters can increase by 1, but only if it was decreased by 1 in the previous
step.) Every instruction of M of the form (q : ci := ci + 1; goto q′) with (16i63) is
replaced by
q: If c4 = 0 then goto fail else c4 := c4 − 1; goto q2
q2: ci := ci + 1; goto q′
where ‘fail’ is a special 'nal state and q2 is a new state. Every instruction of the form
(q: If ci = 0 then goto q′ else ci := ci − 1; goto q′′) with (16i63) is replaced by
q: If ci = 0 then goto q′ else ci := ci − 1; goto q2
q2: c4 := c4 + 1; goto q′′
where q2 is a new state.
M ′ is bounded-strongly cyclic, because M is bounded-strongly cyclic. M ′ is input-
bounded, because every run from a con'guration (q; m1; : : : ; m4) is space-bounded by
m1 + m2 + m3 + m4. Thus M ′ is also strongly cyclic.
⇒: If M is a positive instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b then there exists a n∈N and an
in'nite run of M that starts at (q0; 0; 0; 0), visits q0 in'nitely often and always satis-
'es c1 + c2 + c36n. Since id⊆ l→, there is also an in'nite run of M ′ that starts at
(q0; 0; 0; 0; n), visits q0 in'nitely often and always satis'es c1 + c2 + c3 + c46n. Thus
M ′ is a positive instance of ∃nLCM!.
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⇐ If M ′ is a positive instance of ∃nLCM! then there exists an n∈N s.t. there is
an in'nite run that starts at the con'guration (q′0; 0; 0; 0; n). This run is space-bounded,
because it always satis'es c1 + c2 + c3 + c46n. By the construction of M ′, the sum
of all counters can only increase by 1 if it was decreased by 1 in the previous step.
By the de'nition of lossiness (see De'nition 2) we get the following: If lossiness
occurs (when the contents of the counters spontaneously change) then this strictly and
permanently decreases the sum of all counters. It follows that lossiness can only occur
at most n times in this in'nite run and the sum of all counters is bounded by n. Thus
there is an in'nite suGx of this run of M ′ where lossiness does not occur. Thus there
exist q′ ∈Q, m′1; : : : ; m′4 ∈N s.t. an in'nite suGx of this run of M ′ without lossiness
starts at (q′; m′1; : : : ; m
′
4). It follows that there is an in'nite space-bounded run of M that
starts at (q′; m′1; : : : ; m
′
3). Since M is bounded-strongly cyclic, this run must eventually
visit q0. Thus there exist m′′1 ; : : : ; m
′′
3 ∈N s.t. an in'nite space-bounded run of M starts
at (q0; m′′1 ; : : : ; m
′′
3 ). Since M is zero-initializing, there is an in'nite space-bounded run
of M that starts at (q0; 0; 0; 0). Thus M is a positive instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b .
Note that this undecidability result even holds under the additional condition that the
LCMs are strongly cyclic and input-bounded.
This result can be used to show that model checking LCM with the temporal logics
CTL [9,14] and LTL [28] is undecidable, since the question of ∃nLCM! can be encoded
in these logics.
Theorem 11. Model checking LCM with the temporal logics CTL and LTL is
undecidable for every lossiness relation.
Proof. Let M be a lossy 4-counter LCM with lossiness relation l→ and initial state q0.
We construct the LCM M ′ as follows: Let q′0 be the new initial state of M
′. M ′ has
the same instructions as M plus the following ones:
q′0: c4 := c4 + 1; goto q
′
0
q′0: c4 := c4 + 1; goto q0:
We label these two new instructions with action ‘a’ and all others with action ‘b’.
Then we have that M is a positive instance of ∃nLCM! i? M ′ satis'es the LTL for-
mula (q′0; 0; 0; 0; 0) |= 〈a〉trueU (〈b〉truewU false) or the CTL formula (q′0; 0; 0; 0; 0) |=
E[〈a〉trueU E[(〈b〉truewU false)]].
The following two variants of the structural termination problem are equivalent. An
LCM is a positive instance of variant 1 i? it is a positive instance of variant 2, because
of the imposed condition that the LCM is strongly cyclic. The only reason why we
de'ne both variants is to point out this fact.
STRUCTTERM-LCM, Variant 1
Instance: A strongly cyclic, input-bounded 4-counter LCM M with initial state q0.
Question: Does M terminate for all inputs from q0? Formally: ∀n1; : : : ; n4 ∈N: runs!
((q0; n1; n2; n3; n4))= ∅?
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STRUCTTERM-LCM, Variant 2
Instance: A strongly cyclic, input-bounded 4-counter LCM M with initial state q0.
Question: Does M terminate for all inputs from every control state q? Formally:
∀n1; : : : ; n4 ∈N: ∀q∈Q.
runs!((q; n1; n2; n3; n4))= ∅?
Theorem 12. Structural termination is undecidable for lossy counter machines. Both
variants of STRUCTTERM-LCM are undecidable for every lossiness relation.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 10 carries over, because the LCM is strongly cyclic and
the 3-CM in BSC-ZI-CM!b is zero-initializing.
Space-boundedness for LCM
Instance: A strongly cyclic 4-counter LCM M with the initial con'guration
(q0; 0; 0; 0; 0).
Question: Is M space-bounded?
Theorem 13. Space-boundedness for LCM is undecidable for all lossiness relations.
Proof. We reduce BSC-ZI-CM!b to the space-boundedness problem for LCM. Let M
be the 3-CM from BSC-ZI-CM!b . We take the LCM M
′ from the proof of Theorem
10 and modify it as follows (obtaining a new LCM M ′′): At the 'nal state ‘fail’ we
do not stop. Instead we add c1, c2 and c3 to c4, set c1, c2 and c3 to 0 and increase c4
by 1 and go to the initial state q′′0 of M
′′. Formally, this is de'ned by
fail: If c1 = 0 then goto f2 else c1 := c1 − 1; goto d1
d1: c4 := c4 + 1; goto fail
f2: If c2 = 0 then goto f3 else c2 := c2 − 1; goto d2
d2: c4 := c4 + 1; goto f2
f3: If c3 = 0 then goto f4 else c3 := c3 − 1; goto d3
d3: c4 := c4 + 1; goto f3
f4: c4 := c4 + 1; goto q′′0
The initial con'guration of M ′′ is (q′′0 ; 0; 0; 0; 0). Now we show that M is a positive
instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b i? M
′′ is bounded.
⇒: If M is a positive instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b then it uses only a 'nite amount k
of space, i.e., we have always c1 + c2 + c3 ¡ k in both M and M ′′. If the value in c4
becomes larger than k then there are two cases.
(1) If M ′′ does not lose then it will enter an in'nite space-bounded cyclic computation
which never visits the state ‘fail’ again. Thus these runs of M ′′ are bounded.
(2) In order to visit the state ‘fail’ again M ′′ must lose at least once. This is at most
compensated in the state ‘fail’ (the sum of the counters is increased by 1), but
not more than that. Thus these runs of M ′′ are bounded as well.
Thus all computations of M ′′ from (q′′0 ; 0; 0; 0; 0) are space-bounded.
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⇐: If M is a negative instance of BSC-ZI-CM!b then the computation of M ′′ from
(q′′0 ; 0; 0; 0; 0) without losses will visit the state ‘fail’ in'nitely often and the sum of
all counters will become arbitrarily high. (The run without losses is one possible run,
since by De'nition 2 id⊆ l→.) Thus M ′′ is not space-bounded.
Remark 14. It follows directly from Theorem 13 that the set of reachable con'gura-
tions of a LCM cannot be e?ectively constructed. (If one could construct this set then
one could decide boundedness). In particular, this non-constructibility result also holds
for classical LCM. The set of reachable con'gurations of a classical LCM is always
semilinear, since it is downward closed. Thus, the set of reachable con'gurations of a
classical LCM is semilinear, but not e?ectively semilinear.
It has already been stated in [6] that the regular expression that describes the set
of reachable con'gurations of a lossy 'fo-channel system cannot be e?ectively con-
structed, although it always exists. (The proof in [6] contains a slight error.) This result
is subsumed by the more general Theorem 13 and Remark 14.
Structural space-boundedness for LCM
Instance: A strongly cyclic 5-counter LCM. M .
Question: Is M space-bounded for every initial con'guration (q; n1; n2; n3; n4; n5)?
Theorem 15. Structural space-boundedness for LCM is undecidable for every lossi-
ness relation.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 12. An extra counter c5 is used to count the
length of the run. It is unbounded i? the run is in'nite. All other counters are bounded.
5. Applications
Lossy counter machines can be used to prove the undecidability of many problems.
5.1. Lossy 7fo-channel systems
Fifo-channel systems are systems of 'nitely many 'nite-state processes that com-
municate with each other by sending messages via unbounded 'fo-channels (queues,
bu?ers). In lossy 'fo-channel systems these channels are lossy, i.e., they can sponta-
neously lose (arbitrarily many) messages. This can be used to model communication
via unreliable channels. While normal 'fo-channel systems are Turing-powerful, some
safety-properties are decidable for lossy 'fo-channel systems [2,6,1]. However, liveness
properties are undecidable even for lossy 'fo-channel systems. In [3] Abdulla and Jon-
sson showed the undecidability of the recurrent-state problem for lossy 'fo-channel
systems. This problem is if certain states of the system can be visited in'nitely often.
The undecidable core of the problem is essentially if there exists an initial con'guration
of a lossy 'fo-channel system s.t. it has an in'nite run. The undecidability proof in [3]
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was done by a reduction from a variant of Post’s correspondence problem, namely
2-permutation PCP. The undecidability of 2-permutation PCP has been shown by
Ruohonen [29]. There is some confusion of the names of the problems in the literature.
Abdulla and Jonsson [3] use Ruohonen’s result on the undecidability of 2-permutation
PCP and cite [29], but they refer to the problem ‘2-permutation PCP’ as ‘cyclic PCP’.
However, the real cyclic PCP is a di?erent problem, which is also de'ned and shown
to be undecidable by Ruohonen [29].
Lossy counter machines can be used to give a much simpler proof of the unde-
cidability results for lossy FIFO-channel systems. The lossiness of lossy 'fo-channel
systems is classic lossiness, i.e., the contents of a 'fo-channel can change to any sub-
string at any time. A lossy 'fo-channel system can simulate a classic LCM (with some
additional deadlocks) in the following way: Every lossy 'fo-channel contains a string
in X ∗ (for some symbol X ) and is used as a classic lossy counter. The length of the
string encodes the value in the counter. The only problem is the test for zero. We test
the emptiness of a 'fo-channel by adding a special symbol Y and removing it in the
very next step. If it can be done then the channel is empty (or has become empty
by lossiness). If this cannot be done, then the channel was not empty or the symbol
Y was lost. In this case we get a deadlock. These additional deadlocks do not a?ect
the existence of in'nite runs, and thus the results of Section 4 carry over. Thus the
problem ∃nLCM! (for the classic lossiness relation) can be reduced to the problem
above for lossy 'fo-channel systems and the undecidability follows immediately from
Theorem 10.
5.2. Model checking lossy basic parallel processes
Petri nets [27] (also described as ‘vector addition systems’ in a di?erent framework)
are a widely known formalism used to model concurrent systems. They can also be seen
as counter machines without the ability to test for zero, and are not Turing-powerful,
since the reachability problem is decidable for them [22]. Basic parallel processes
[7] correspond to communication-free nets, the (very weak) subclass of labeled Petri
nets where every transition has exactly one place in its preset. They have been stud-
ied intensively in the framework of model checking and semantic equivalences (e.g.,
[17,23,24,8,20,26]).
An instance of the model checking problem is given by a system S (e.g., a counter
machine, Petri net, pushdown automaton,. . . ) and a temporal logic formula ’. The
question is if the system S has the properties described by ’, denoted S |=’.
The branching-time temporal logics EF, EG and EG! are de'ned as extensions of
Hennessy–Milner Logic [18,19,14] by the operators EF, EG and EG!, respectively.
s |=EF’ i? there exists an s′ s.t. s ∗→ s′ and s′ |=’. s0 |=EG!’ i? there exists an
in'nite run s0→ s1→ s2→ : : : s.t. ∀i: si |=’. EG is similar, except that it also in-
cludes 'nite runs that end in a deadlock. Alternatively, EF and EG can be seen
as fragments of computation-tree logic (CTL [9,14]), since EF’=E[trueU’] and
EG’=E[’wU false].
Model checking Petri nets with the logic EF is undecidable [15], but model checking
basic parallel processes with EF is PSPACE-complete [23]. Model checking basic
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parallel processes with EG is undecidable [17]. It is di?erent for lossy systems: By
induction on the nesting-depth of the operators EF, EG and EG!, and constructions
similar to the ones in Lemmas 5 and 7, it can be shown that model checking classic
LCM with the logics EF, EG and EG! is decidable. Thus it is also decidable for
classical lossy Petri nets and classical lossy basic parallel processes (see [5]).
However, model checking lossy basic parallel processes with nested EF and EG=EG!
operators is still undecidable for every subclassic lossiness relation. This is quite surpris-
ing, since lossy basic parallel processes are an extremely weak model of in'nite-state
concurrent systems and the temporal logic used is very weak as well. (Note in par-
ticular that lossy basic parallel processes are normed, i.e., from every reachable state
there is a terminating computation.)
Theorem 16. Model checking lossy basic parallel processes (with any subclassic lossi-
ness relation) with formulae of the form EFEG! , where  is a Hennessy–Milner
logic formula, is undecidable.
Proof. Esparza and Kiehn showed in [17] that for every counter machine M (with all
counters initially 0) a basic parallel processes P and a Hennessy–Milner Logic formula
’ can be constructed s.t. M does not halt i? P |= EG!’. The construction carries over
to subclassic LCM and subclassic lossy basic parallel processes. The control-states of
the counter machine are modeled by special places of the basic parallel processes.
In every in'nite run that satis'es ’ exactly one of these places is marked at any
time.
We reduce ∃nLCM! to the model checking problem. Let M be a subclassic LCM.
Let P be the corresponding basic parallel processes as in [17] and let ’ be the cor-
responding Hennessy–Milner Logic formula as in [17]. We use the same subclassic
lossiness relation on M and on P. P stores the contents of the 4th counter in a place
Y . Thus P‖Y n corresponds to the con'guration of M with n in the 4th counter (and 0
in the others). We de'ne a new initial state X and transitions X a→X ‖Y and X b→P,
where a and b do not occur in P. Let  :=’∧¬ 〈b〉true. Then M is a positive instance
of ∃nLCM! i? X |= EFEG! . The result follows from Theorem 10.
For Petri nets and basic parallel processes, the meaning of Hennessy–Milner logic
formulae can be expressed by boolean combinations of constraints of the form p¿k
(at least k tokens on place p). Thus the results also hold if boolean combinations
of such constraints are used instead of Hennessy–Milner Logic formulae. Another
consequence of Theorem 16 is that model checking lossy Petri nets with CTL is
undecidable.
5.3. Reset/transfer petri nets
Reset Petri nets are an extension of Petri nets by the addition of reset-arcs. A reset-
arc between a transition and a place has the e?ect that, when the transition 'res, all
tokens are removed from this place, i.e., it is reset to zero. Transfer nets and trans-
fer arcs are de'ned similarly, except that all tokens on this place are moved to some
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di?erent place. It was shown in [12] that termination is decidable for ‘Reset Post
G-nets’, a more general extension of Petri nets that subsumes reset nets and transfer
nets. (For normal Petri nets termination is EXPSPACE-complete [30]). While bound-
edness is trivially decidable for transfer nets, the same question for reset nets was open
for some time (and even a wrong decidability proof was published). Finally, it was
shown in [12] that boundedness (and structural boundedness) is undecidable for reset
Petri nets. The proof in [12] was done by a complex reduction from Hilbert’s 10th
problem (a simpler proof was later given in [11,13]).
Here we generalize these results by using lossy counter machines. This also gives a
uni'ed framework and considerably simpli'es the proofs.
Lemma 17. Reset Petri nets can simulate the in7nite runs of lossy counter machines
with reset-lossiness.
Proof. For every n-counter LCM M (with the reset lossiness relation rl→) we construct
a reset Petri net N in the following way: Let there be places c1; : : : ; cn that hold the
contents of the counters and a place q for every state q∈Q of the 'nite control of
M . Every marking of this net N where exactly one of the places q contains exactly
one token corresponds to a con'guration of the counter machine M and vice versa.
For every instruction of M of the form (q: ci := ci + 1; goto q′) with (16i6n)
there is a transition that takes one token from q, puts one token on ci, puts one token
on q′ and resets all places except q′; c1; : : : ; cn. The 'ring of this transition exactly
simulates the computation step of M . For every instruction of M of the form (q: If ci =
0 then goto q′ else ci := ci − 1; goto q′′) with (16i6n) there are two transitions:
The 'rst transition takes a token from q, puts a token on q′ and resets ci and all places
except q′; c1; : : : ; cn. Instead of being tested for zero the place/counter ci is reset to zero.
If the place/counter ci actually was zero before the transition 'red, then this was a
faithful simulation of the computation step of the counter machine. If the place/counter
ci was not zero before, then it was still a faithful simulation of a computation step of
the reset-lossy counter machine, because ci could suddenly have become zero (empty)
by lossiness (see the De'nition 2 of reset lossiness rl→). The second transition takes
one token from q and one from ci, puts one token on q′′ and resets all places except
q′′; c1; : : : ; cn. This transition can only 're if ci is not zero (empty) and faithfully
simulates the computation step of the counter machine.
The only problem with this simulation is that it is possible that in N all tokens on
the places q are lost. This causes a deadlock in N . The same thing cannot happen in
M , because the 'nite-control cannot be lost. Thus, N simulates M with some extra
deadlocks. However, we still have that
• For every in'nite run of M there is an in'nite run of N that faithfully simulates it.
• For every in'nite run of N there is an in'nite run of M that faithfully simulates it.
Thus, the reset net N faithfully simulates all in'nite runs of M .
Theorem 18. Structural termination, boundedness and structural boundedness are
undecidable for lossy reset Petri nets with every subclassic lossiness relation.
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Proof. It follows from Lemma 17 that a lossy reset Petri net with subclassic lossiness
relation l→ can simulate the in'nite runs of a lossy counter machine with lossiness
relation l→∪ rl→. The results follow from Theorems 12, 13 and 15.
The undecidability result on structural termination carries over to transfer nets
(instead of a reset the tokens are moved to a special ‘dead’ place), but the others do
not. For example, boundedness is decidable for transfer nets [12]. Note that for normal
Petri nets structural termination and structural boundedness can be decided in polyno-
mial time (just check if there is a positive linear combination of e?ects of transitions).
Theorems 16 and 18 also hold for arbitrary lossiness relations instead of just subclas-
sic ones, but this requires an additional argument. When a Petri net (weakly) simulates
a lossy counter machine (e.g., like in Lemma 17) then special places are used to encode
the 'nite-control. If the lossiness relation on the Petri net is not subclassic then the
simulated control-state could change by lossiness. This is a problem for lossy counter
machines, because (by using the ‘capacity’ in c4) one wants to make sure that lossiness
cannot occur in'nitely often. But now it can happen again as follows:
q: c1 := c1 + 1; goto q′
By lossiness the control-state could change from q′ back to q while the counter c1 is
decreased by 1. The result is an in'nite loop at q where c1 stays at the same value.
On can get around this problem by using the special features of Petri nets. Petri nets
(unlike counter machines) can increase a place=counter and decrease another in the
same step. So, instead of decreasing the capacity and increasing a counter in the next
step (like in Theorem 10) we can do both in one step with one transition. This solves
the problem, because now the sum of all places never increases, not even temporarily
as in lossy counter machines. Then the proofs of Theorems 16 and 18 carry over to
all lossiness relations.
5.4. Parameterized problems
We consider veri'cation problems for systems whose de'nition includes a parameter
n∈N. Intuitively, n can be seen as the size of the system. Examples are
• Systems of n indistinguishable communicating 'nite-state processes.
• Systems of communicating pushdown automata with n-bounded stack.
• Systems of (a 'xed number of) processes who communicate through (lossy) bu?ers
or queues of size n.
Let P(n) be such a system with parameter n. For every 'xed n, P(n) is a system with
'nitely many states and thus (almost) every veri'cation problem is decidable for it.
So the problem P(n) |=  is decidable for any temporal logic formula  from any
reasonable temporal logic, e.g., modal $-calculus [21] or monadic second-order theory.
The parameterized veri7cation problem is if a property holds independently of the
parameter n, i.e., for any size. Formally, the question is if for given P and  we have
∀n∈N: P(n) |=  (or ¬∃n∈N: P(n) |= ¬ ). Many of these parameterized problems
are undecidable by the following meta-theorem.
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Theorem 19. A parameterized veri7cation problem is undecidable if it satis7es the
following conditions:
(1) It can encode an n-space-bounded lossy counter machine (for some lossiness
relation) in such a way that P(n) corresponds to the initial con7guration with n
in one counter and 0 in the others.
(2) It can check for the existence of an in7nite run.
Proof. By a reduction of ∃nLCM! and Theorem 10. The important point here is that
in the problem ∃nLCM! one can require that the LCM is input-bounded.
The technique of Theorem 19 is used in [16] to show the undecidability of the
fairness problem for broadcast communication protocols. These are systems of n indis-
tinguishable communicating 'nite-state processes. The rules for communication are as
follows:
(1) Two processes can communicate directly by handshake.
(2) One process can broadcast a message, which is received (immediately) by all other
n− 1 processes.
Every message sent or received by a process can change its internal state, which in
turn de'nes what actions it can perform and how it reacts to messages. The rules
for communication are de'ned independently from the number n of processes in the
system. If one considers processes with k internal states then any con'guration of the
broadcast protocol with n processes can be described by a tuple (m1; m2; : : : ; mk) where
mi is the number of processes in state i and
∑k
j=1 mj = n. Every such mi can be seen
as the content of a counter which is bounded by n. A broadcast can cause all processes
in a certain state to change to another state. This can be used to reset such a simu-
lated space-bounded counter to zero. Note however, that no test for zero is possible.
The problem if such a broadcast protocol terminates (i.e., for every number n of
processes the system terminates) is undecidable, because it satis'es the conditions of
Theorem 19 (the lossiness relation used here is reset-lossiness). Thus all fairness prop-
erties, like those expressible in the temporal logics CTL [9,14]) and LTL [28], are
undecidable as well.
In the same way, similar results can be proved for parameterized problems about
systems with bounded bu?ers, stacks, etc.
6. Extensions
The proofs of the main undecidability results in Theorems 10 and 12 work only
for LCM with at least 4 counters. The question arises, if fewer counters suGce, like
the two counters used in normal counter machines. However, the methods used to
reduce the number of counters in normal counter machines do not carry over to LCM.
They use codings which are not robust under lossiness. Also these codings require
a lot of computation and some types of LCM are not exactly Turing-powerful. The
decidability of structural termination for LCM with 3 or less counters probably depends
on the particular lossiness relation.
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The computational power of lossy counter machines also depends very much on the
particular lossiness relation. However, a few general observations can be made. The
utmost one can expect from a LCM is the following:
• There is at least one computation that gives the correct result, since id ⊆ l→.
• There may be other computations that give results that are smaller than the correct
result (by the de'nition of lossiness).
For some operations, e.g., addition and multiplication, this optimal behavior can be
achieved. However, for other operations like subtraction it is impossible, since the
obtained result may even be larger than the correct one. In fact, many versions of LCM
cannot even compare two numbers. Thus, it should be stressed that we do not advocate
LCM as a model of computation, but rather as a means of proving undecidability.
Another question is if the undecidability results can be extended to more general
lossiness relations than s→ (see De'nition 2). (Even s→ can hardly be called lossiness
any more, since it allows some counters to increase while others decrease.) One idea
is to introduce functions f : Nn → N s.t. if s l→ s′ then either s = s′ or f(s′) ¡ f(s).
(In the case of s→ the function f is the sum.) Again this depends very much on the
lossiness relation l→. In the proof of Theorem 10 a balance must be kept in the 4th
counter, to ensure that the LCM is input-bounded and lossiness can occur only 'nitely
often in the in'nite run. This balance must be updated (computed) on the lossy counter
machine, which is not always Turing-powerful. In the simple case of the ‘sum’ function
this is trivial, but for more general functions f it is a problem.
7. Conclusion
Lossy counter machines can be used as a general tool to show the undecidabil-
ity of many problems. It provides a uni'ed way of reasoning about many quite
di?erent classes of systems. For example the recurrent-state problem for lossy 'fo-
channel systems, the boundedness problem for reset Petri nets and the fairness prob-
lem for broadcast communication protocols were previously thought to be completely
unrelated. Yet lossy counter machines show that the principles behind their undecid-
ability are the same. Moreover, the undecidability proofs for lossy counter machines
are very short and much simpler than previous proofs of weaker results [3,12].
Lossy counter machines have also been used in this paper to show that even for very
weak temporal logics and extremely weak models of in'nite-state concurrent systems,
the model checking problem is undecidable (see Section 5.2). We expect that many
more problems can be shown to be undecidable with the help of lossy counter machines,
especially in the area of parameterized problems (see Section 5.4).
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